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Abstract: The process of heat exchange between two fluids of different temperatures and separated
by a solid wall occurs in many engineering applications. Log mean temperature difference and
effectiveness-NTU methods are widely used to assist in the design of heat exchangers. However, the
two methods focus on overall analysis and cannot show the local temperature distributions. This
paper obtains the mathematical solutions to the temperature profiles in an ideal counterflow heat
exchanger. The aim of this research is to explain the phenomenon called the “entropy generation
paradox”, which indicates a discrepancy between effectiveness and optimal entropy generation. The
theoretical analysis reveals that the temperature curves are exponential functions when the heat
capacity rates of the two streams are different; otherwise, the curves are linear functions. A heat
exchanger is demonstrated to draw the temperature profiles under different working conditions.
Local entropy generation rates are determined by the ratio of local stream temperatures in the form
of a hook function. To realize a certain heat duty, there are many stream flow rate couples, and each
couple results in a different entropy generation profile and obtains a corresponding total entropy
generation. The helical steam generator of a high-temperature gas-cooled reactor is analyzed in
this article and the principle of equipartition of entropy generation is confirmed. This principle
indicates that, among the many working conditions to achieve a certain heat duty, a heat exchanger
characterized by a nearly constant entropy production gives the best second law efficiency possible
in order to achieve the best energy conversion.

Keywords: heat exchanger; mathematical solution; temperature profile; entropy generation;
irreversibility

1. Introduction

The specific applications of heat exchangers may be found in space heating, air-
conditioning, power production, waste heat recovery, and chemical processing. The most
common arrangements for flow paths within a heat exchanger are counterflow and parallel
flow. The counterflow heat exchanger, which is usually abbreviated to CFHX, has three
significant advantages over the parallel flow design. First, the more uniform temperature
difference between the two fluids minimizes the thermal stresses throughout the exchanger.
Second, the outlet temperature of the cold fluid can approach the highest temperature of
the hot fluid. Third, the more uniform temperature difference produces a more uniform
rate of heat transfer throughout the heat exchanger.

Researchers have proposed a wide variety of heat exchangers to improve industry
efficiency. Arani used a combined baffle and longitudinal ribbed tube configuration to
optimize the fluid flow and heat transfer of water inside a segmental baffle shell and
tube heat exchanger, the performance evaluation criterion of which was improved by
13–39% [1]. Chekurov demonstrated the effect of additive manufacturing design on the
CFHX, showing that the novel structure improved the performance of the heat transfer
process [2]. Phase change materials are used in thermal energy storage and, along with
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the physical properties of the materials, the performance of a latent heat-based thermal
energy storage system depends on the design of the heat exchanger [3]. Sheikholeslami
induced nanoparticles into the working fluids of the discharging system. Fins were em-
ployed, too. The discharging rate of the phase change material in the heat exchanger
was improved significantly [4]. El-Said experimentally investigated four heat exchangers
with different segmental baffle configurations, which were conventional single segmental
baffle, staggered single segmental baffle, flower segmental baffle and hybrid segmental
baffle. The new configurations improved the performance of the heat exchangers and
the hybrid segmental baffle performed best, enhancing the energy efficiency by 1.27 to
1.4 times [5]. On the tube site, a kind of helical screw tape was investigated numerically
according to the principle of heat transfer enhancement in the core flow of tube, making the
temperature uniform and reducing the flow resistance [6]. The concept of physical quantity
synergy was proposed as a guide to reveal the mechanism of heat transfer enhancement
and flow character. The angle between the temperature gradient and velocity reflects
heat transfer performance, while that between pressure gradient and velocity reflects flow
resistance [7,8]. An experiment based on field synergy was carried out to analyze the
thermal and flow characteristics in a circular tube [9]. Furthermore, exergy destruction
was treated as a criterion to optimize the heat transfer activities [10]. As a result of the
optimization, multi-longitudinal vortex generators have been employed to improve the
performance of heat transfer, and many enhancement techniques are introduced in the
review in [11].

In most industrial applications, computational fluid dynamics technology is widely
used to design and optimize heat exchangers, avoiding numerous expensive experimental
tests [12]. Theoretically, the logarithmic mean temperature difference method is useful to
design and predict the performance of a CFHX,

Q = hA
∆TA − ∆TB

ln ∆TA − ln ∆TB

where ∆TA is the temperature difference between the two streams at end A, and ∆TB is the
temperature difference between the two streams at end B. While, in a real industry design,
the outlet temperatures may be not known and require iterations, in these cases and in
some others, the effectiveness-NTU method will be used instead:

Q = εCmin(thin − tcin)

where Cmin is the minimum heat capacity rate of the streams

ε =
1− exp

(
−NTU

(
1− Cmin

Cmax

))
1− Cmin

Cmax
exp

(
−NTU

(
1− Cmin

Cmax

))
and

NTU =
hA

Cmin

When Cmin = Cmax,

ε =
NTU

1 + NTU
Prof. Bergman revealed the derivative of the above relationship between ε, NTU and

Cr in the eleventh chapter of his textbook [13]. The ε-NTU method is used widely in heat
exchanger design. The effects of operational and geometrical parameters on the thermal
effectiveness of shell and helically coiled tube heat exchangers ware investigated through
numerical methods and experimental validation. For the same values of NTU and Cr, the
effectiveness of shell and coiled tube heat exchangers was on average 12.6% less than the
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effectiveness of the parallel flow heat exchangers and this difference was approximately
constant [14].

However, the ε-NTU method is based on overall analysis. It does not give the local
temperature distributions and thus is not able to identify the features of a counterflow heat
exchanger. This article obtains the temperature profiles in an ideal CFHX and analyzes the
features of them.

Prof. Bejan outlined the method of entropy generation minimization to realize ther-
modynamic optimization:

Ṡ′gen = Ṡ′gen,∆T + Ṡ′gen,∆P

=
q′∆T

T2 +
ṁ
ρT

(
− dP

dx

)
where Ṡ′gen,∆T represents the entropy generation contributed by heat transfer, and Ṡ′gen,∆P
represents that contributed by flow resistance [15]. In many systems, the various mecha-
nisms and design features that account for irreversibility compete with one another. For this
reason, the thermodynamic optimum is the condition of the most advantageous trade-off
between two or more competing irreversibilities. Each attempt in augmenting the overall
heat transfer coefficient is accompanied by an increase in the pressure drop. Moreover, the
minimization of entropy generation in many processes was investigated by Prof. Bejan
and the studies are described in [16]. Nummedal stated that, in order to achieve the same
heat duty with minimum entropy generation in a heat exchanger, the difference in inverse
temperatures must be constant at minimal entropy production throughout the entire heat
exchanger. This result is called the principle of equipartition of forces, and the deviation is
very small [17].

Nanofluid with CuO nanoparticles was used to improve the performance of a heat ex-
changer, and this technique was combined with a swirl flow generator. Minimizing entropy
generation was considered as the main aim to optimize the parameters of the nanofluid and
turbulator [18]. In another study, entropy generation and forced convection heat transfer
of Al2O3-water nanofluid in a heat exchanger equipped with helical twisted tape was
investigated via a finite volume method [19]. Five different shapes of boehmite alumina
nanoparticles, i.e., cylindrical, brick, blade, platelet and spherical, were compared. The
research revealed that nanofluids containing cylindrical-shaped nanoparticles and nanoflu-
ids with platelet-shaped nanoparticles had the highest and lowest thermal conductivity,
respectively [20]. Lerou treated the total heat leakage as a part of the production of entropy
in a heat exchanger that was employed for a recuperative cooling system. The treatment
was convenient for comparing the irreversibilities in optimizing the design parameters [21].
Entropy generation in a counterflow gas to gas heat exchanger was analyzed and a new
equation was adopted to express the entropy generation values for an imbalanced heat
exchanger of similar design with the smallest deviation from the exact value [22].

Shah illustrated that the heat exchanger effectiveness can be maximized with an
intermediate value or minimum at the maximum irreversibility operation point depending
on the flow arrangement of the two streams [23]. This phenomenon has not been explained
before, but in this paper, local entropy generation was obtained and used to reveal novel
findings. Rauch gave an analytical dimensionless analysis of entropy generation and its
ratio with the local exchanged heat flow rate for heat exchangers in which one of the
streams condenses or evaporates [24]. This paper will present the local entropy generation
rates using the temperature curves obtained and the features of the distribution will be
analyzed in detail.

2. Temperature Distributions

When the working fluids flow through a heat exchanger, both streams consume
mechanical energy due to the friction force. In reality, the objective of researchers is
to design a certain counterflow heat exchanger to accommodate the transfer of a certain
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amount of heat between two fluids at given flow rates and inlet temperatures with specified
amounts of pumping power for each stream.

A simplified schematic diagram of a counterflow heat exchanger is shown in Figure 1.
The real heat exchange process is very complex, where the physical parameters of the
working fluids have non-linear relations with temperature, which varies in the different
parts of every cross-section, and so on. It is impossible to obtain a purely mathematical
solution to a real heat exchange process. In this paper, some conditions are simplified
as follows:

1. ignoring the temperature difference inside one stream at every cross-section;
2. the thermal parameters of the streams are independent of the temperature; if not,

mathematical solutions can never be obtained due to the non-linearity of the equa-
tions;

3. there is no condensation or evaporation happening in the heat exchanger;
4. both streams are considered incompressible fluids;
5. the convection heat transfer coefficient is an inherent property of the heat exchanger

and it will not change with different heat capacity rates of the two streams.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a counterflow heat exchanger.

At the place marked as `, a finite volume having a length of d` contains two streams
of working fluid whose respective mean temperatures are:

tc =
tc + (tc + dtc)

2

th =
th + (th + dth)

2

Thus, the heat transferred from the hot stream to the cold stream in the finite volume
can be calculated as:

δQ = h(th − tc)× A d`

= Ah d`
(

th − tc +
dth − dtc

2

)
(1)

where h is the convection heat transfer coefficient and A is the heat exchange area per unit
length. In the meantime, according to the energy conservation law, δQ also represents the
heat energy that the hot stream loses or the cold stream gains when they flow through the
control volume, and it can be expressed by the following equations:

δQ = GhCh(th + dth − th) = GhCh dth (2a)

δQ = GcCc(tc + dtc − tc) = GcCc dtc (2b)

where G represents the mass flow rate and C represents the specific heat capacity at constant
volume or constant pressure. GhCh and GcCc are the heat capacity rates of the hot stream
and the cold stream, respectively.
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With the simultaneous equations, Equation (2a,2b) rearranged with Equation (1), the
infinitesimal increments can be ignored and the following equation can be obtained:

δQ
d`

= GcCc
dtc

d`
= GhCh

dth
d`

= Ah(th − tc) (3)

This can be used to determine the temperature distributions of the two streams. The
process can be summarized as follows: first of all, write the derivative of the differential
equation, Equation (3), which is:

GcCc
d2tc

d`2 = GhCh
d2th
d`2 = Ah

( dth
d`
− dtc

d`

)
(4)

Meanwhile, the relationship between dth
d` and dtc

d` is clear from Equation (3):

dth
d`

=
GcCc

GhCh

dtc

d`

Then, replace the term dth
d` in Equation (4) with GcCc

GhCh

dtc
d` ; thus, the differential

temperature equation for the cold stream is obtained as follows:

d2tc

d`2 = Ah
( 1

GhCh
− 1

GcCc

) dtc

d`

the terms that are not associated with the th or tc are marked as η to make the formula
more concise:

η = Ah
( 1

GhCh
− 1

GcCc

)
Similarly, the differential temperature equation for the hot stream is produced after

the term dtc
d` in Equation (4) is replaced through the same method:

d2tc

d`2 = η
dtc

d`
(5a)

d2th
d`2 = η

dth
d`

(5b)

It is easy to obtain the general solutions to the above equations, Equation (5a,5b):
tc = yeη` + x (6a)

th = meη` + n (6b)

where x, y, m and n are arbitrary constants and can be confirmed by the boundary con-
ditions, which are as follows: when ` is 0, tc = tcin and at the place ` = `0, th = thin,

tcin = y + x (7a)

thin = meη`0 + n (7b)

Hence,

x = tcin − y

n = thin −meη`0
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The relationship between the above four arbitrary constants is essential to obtain
the final solutions to the differential equations. This relationship can be extracted from
Equation (3):

GcCc
dtc

d`
= GhCh

dth
d`

GcCc × yηeη` = GhCh ×mηeη`.

m =
GcCc

GhCh
y

On the other hand,

GcCc
dtc

d`
= Ah(th − tc)

GcCcyηeη` = Ah
(

meη` + n− yeη` − tcin + y
)

Then, replace m with GcCc
GhCh

y to simplify the above equation:

yηeη` = Ah
( 1

GhCh
− 1

GcCc

)
yeη` + Ah

n + y− tcin
GcCc

= yηeη` +
Ah

GcCc
(n + y− tcin)

Clearly, the second term on the right-hand side of the simplified equation shall be
zero, which means that

n = tcin − y = x

Thus, it is proven that m is the product of GcCc
GhCh

and y, n is equal to x. The last
step is observing the difference between the boundary conditions, Equation (7b) minus
Equation (7a), and using the relations between m and y, n and x, to determine the final
expressions of the four constants.

thin − tcin = meη`0 − y + (n− x)

=
GcCc

GhCh
yeη`0 − y

In other words,

y =
GhCh
GcCc

m =
thin − tcin

GcCc
GhCh

eη`0 − 1

n = x = tcin − y = tcin −
thin − tcin

GcCc
GhCh

eη`0 − 1

Thus far, the four arbitrary constants in Equation (5a,5b) have been confirmed, and
the temperature distributions of the counterflow heat transfer process can be expressed as:

tc = tcin +
eη` − 1

GcCc
GhCh

eη`0 − 1
(thin − tcin) (8a)

th = thin −
e−η(`0−`) − 1
GhCh
GcCc

e−η`0 − 1
(thin − tcin) (8b)

It is clear that the temperature profiles are exponential functions that are determined
by the inlet temperatures and heat capacity rates of both streams, as well as the thermal
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conductivity of the heat exchanger. For example, a counterflow heat exchanger is an
essential element for recuperative cooling cycles, and the parameters of such a CFHX
composed of shell and tubes in the reference [25] can be extracted and converted into the
values as shown in Table 1. The working fluid of this CFHX is water and the specific heat
capacity is chosen to be at constant volume. The temperature profiles are shown in Figure 2,
produced using a MATLAB algorithm.

Table 1. Parameters of the demonstrated CFHX and its streams.

A
m2

h
W/(m2 ·K)

`0
m

Gh
kg/s

Gc
kg/s

Cv
J/(kg ·K)

thin
K

tcin
K

1.81 20,000 1 4 2 4182 353 298

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

l (m)

290

300

310

320

330

340

350

360

t 
(K

)

Figure 2. Temperature profiles of above demonstrated CFHX.

However, when the cold stream and the hot stream have the same heat capacity rates,
the value of η is zero; thus, the numerator and denominator in Equation (8a,8b) tend to be
zero, too. This renders the expressions of the above temperature profiles valueless. The
mathematical solutions to the temperature distribution for this case are different; the heat
capacity rate can be expressed as

GcCc = GhCh = GC

Equation (3) is converted to the following form:

dtc

d`
=

dth
d`

=
Ah
GC

(th − tc) (9)

and the derivative of the above differential equation is

d2tc

d`2 =
d2th
d`2 =

Ah
GC

( dth
d`
− dtc

d`

)
= 0

Thus,
dth
d`

=
dtc

d`
= m (10)
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where m is an arbitrary constant, and this means that the temperatures of both the cold
and hot stream are linear functions related to `:

tc = m`+ c1

th = m`+ c2

where c1 and c2 are arbitrary constants, too. The boundary conditions are as follows: when
` is 0, the temperature of the hot stream is thin, and when ` equals `0, the temperature of
the cold stream is tcin.

tc = c1 = tcin (11a)

th = m`0 + c2 = thin (11b)

From Equations (9) and (10), the following formula is obtained:

dtc

d`
=

dth
d`

=
Ah
GC

(th − tc) = m

which means that

Ah
GC

(c2 − c1) = m

We then use the information in the boundary conditions, Equation (11a,11b), to replace
the arbitrary constants c1, c2 in the above formula. In other words,

thin −m`0 − tcin =
GC
Ah

m

From the above equation, it is easy to obtain the expression of m:

m =
Ah(thin − tcin)

GC + Ah`0

Thus,
c1 = tcin

c2 = thin −m`0 = thin −
Ah`0(thin − tcin)

GC + Ah`0

and the temperature distributions of the hot and cold stream with the same heat capacity
rate are solved.

tc = tcin +
Ah`(thin − tcin)

GC + Ah`0
(12a)

th = thin −
Ah(`0 − `)(thin − tcin)

GC + Ah`0
(12b)

Thus far, the general solutions to the counterflow heat transfer process have been
obtained. Equation (8a,8b) are the formulas for working conditions in which the heat
capacity flow rates of the two streams are different; in this case, the temperature profiles are
exponential functions, the derivative ratio of which is the inverse ratio of the heat capacity
rates. Equation (12a,12b) show the temperature distributions of the heat exchanger with
the same heat capacity flow rates, and in this case, the temperature profiles are linear
functions with the same slope. The temperature curves are shown in Figure 3 for the case
in which the mass flow rates of both streams of the above demonstrated CFHX are 4 kg/s.
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Figure 3. Temperature profiles of the demonstrated CFHX with same heat capacity rates.

3. Amount of Heat Transferred

Depending on the analytical expressions of the local temperatures, it is easy to obtain
the amount of heat that an exchanger transfers. From Equation (8a,8b), the differential
energy transferred from the hot stream to the cold stream in the finite volume shown in
Figure 1 can be written as:

δQ = Ah(th − tc)d`

= Ah
thin − tcin

eη`0 − GhCh
GcCc

(
1− GhCh

GcCc

)
eη` d`

and the total heat amount is the integration of the above differential energy:

Q = Ah
thin − tcin

eη`0 − GhCh
GcCc

(
1− GhCh

GcCc

) ∫ `0

0
eη` d`

= GhChGcCc(thin − tcin)
eη`0 − 1

GcCceη`0 − GhCh

Meanwhile, it can also be compared with the ε-NTU method; when GcCc is smaller
than GhCh, Q is:

Q = GcCc(thin − tcin)
1− eη`0

1− GcCc
GhCh

eη`0

otherwise,

Q = GhCh(thin − tcin)
1− e−η`0

1− GhCh
GcCc

e−η`0

Then, we can define NTU and Cr as:

NTU =
hA`0

(GC)min
Cr =

(GC)min
(GC)max

Hence,
Q = (GC)minε(thin − tcin)

where,

ε =
1− e−NTU(1−Cr)

1− Cre−NTU(1−Cr)
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When the hot and cold streams have the same heat capacity rate, the total amount of
heat is obtained from Equation (12a,12b):

Q =
∫ `0

0
Ah(th − tc)d`

= GC(thin − tcin)
Ah`0

GC + Ah`0

In this case,

ε =
NTU

1 + NTU
The overall heat exchanged in a CFHX is obtained from local temperatures in this

article, and the result is exactly the same as that derived by Prof. Bergman through the log-
arithmic mean temperature difference [13]. This proves that the mathematical expressions
of the temperature profiles are correct, and these expressions make it convenient to analyze
the features of a counterflow heat exchanger.

4. Features of Counterflow Heat Exchangers

The first feature of a counterflow heat transfer process is the rotational symmetry of
the temperature profiles. When the hot and cold streams exchange their heat capacity rates,
the temperature profiles are similar to before but rotate 180◦, and the amount of overall
heat transferred is the same. We can define the following:

G′hC′h = GcCc

G′cC′c = GhCh

We keep all other parameters of the CFHX the same as before, such as the convection
heat transfer coefficient and inlet temperatures; only the heat capacity flow rates of the two
streams are exchanged with each other. The temperatures of the hot and cold streams are
functions of `, which can be expressed as:

th = f (`) tc = g(`)

and
t′h = q(`) t′c = p(`)

It is easy to derive the following equation from the expressions of the temperature
profiles:

q(`0−`)− p(`0−`) = f (`)− g(`) (13)

This means that the temperature difference at ` in the CFHX with stream parameters,
GhCh and GcCc is the same as the temperature difference at (`0 − `), where the stream
parameters are G′hC′h and G′cC′c. In order to clarify the conclusion, a CFHX with the
parameter values in Table 1 is analyzed again after the mass flow rates are exchanged with
each other as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Mass flow rates of two symmetrical cases.

Gh
kg/s

Gc
kg/s

G′h
kg/s

G′c
kg/s

Cv
J/(kg ·K)

4 2 2 4 4182

The temperature profiles of t′h and t′c are given in Figure 4. They are exponential
functions, the shape of which is different from that in Figure 2. When the heat capacity
rate of the hot stream is higher than that of the cold stream, the temperature profiles are
concave functions (Figure 2); otherwise, they are convex functions as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Temperature profiles of the above CFHX with exchanged heat capacity rates.

To clarify this feature, the curves are compared in Figure 5. The inlet temperatures
of the hot and cold streams are marked as A and B, respectively. Equation (13) reveals
that curves AA′ and BB′′ are rotationally symmetrical around the midpoint of AB, which is
marked as o. Meanwhile, curves AA′′ and BB′ have similar symmetry. The total amount of
heat transferred in the CFHX is the product of hA and the area enclosed by the high and
low temperature curves; hence, the two pairs of heat capacity rates result in the same total
heat exchanged.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

l (m)

290

300

310

320

330

340

350

360

t 
(K

)

o

Figure 5. Temperature profiles of the demonstrated CFHX.

Next, in this section, we analyze the capability limit of a CFHX. Consider the hot and
cold streams flowing through the heat exchanger with the same heat capacity rates:

GhCh = GcCc = GC
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The following derivative equations can be obtained:

dQ
d(GC)

=
(Ah`0)

2(thin − tcin)

(Ah`0 + GC)2 > 0

d2Q
d(GC)2 = −2

(Ah`0)
2(thin − tcin)

(Ah`0 + GC)3 < 0

which reveals that the total amount of heat transferred increases at a slower rate when
more fluids flow through the CFHX. As shown in Figure 6, when the heat capacity rate
increases from zero to infinity, the total heat transferred increases from zero to its limit,
hA`0(thin − tcin). When the fluid mass flow rate is less than 20 kg/s, the heat duty rapidly
increases from 0, reaching 1.4× 106 W, which is more than 70% of the heat duty limit.
However, after G > 20 kg/s, the heat duty grows slowly, which shows that the performance
of the CFHX will not be improved significantly when a great deal of mechanical energy
is consumed. In reality, it is impossible to induce the fluids to flow through a CFHX
with infinite mass flow rates, while, if there is condensation and evaporation happening
in the heat exchanger, the equipment will work under two constant temperatures, and
the total amount of heat transferred is the product of the thermal conductivity and the
temperature difference.

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

G (kg/s)

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

Q
 (

W
)

10
6

Figure 6. Capability limit of a CFHX.

The temperature profiles of the streams with different heat capacity rates are shown in
Figure 7; they are linear functions, the slope of which becomes smaller with the increasing
GC. In an ideal analysis, when the heat capacity rates increase to a value that is large
enough, the temperature profile becomes a pair of horizontal lines, as shown in Figure 8. In
a real process, when the condensation of the hot fluid (as gas) and evaporation of the cold
fluid (as liquid) occur simultaneously in the CFHX, the latent heat of gas liquefaction on
the hot side is transferred to the cold side and absorbed by the cold liquid. The heat energy
is converted to the latent heat of vaporization and the CFHX operates under constant
temperatures. Nevertheless, the total amount of heat transferred by the CFHX is between
zero and the production of thermal conductivity and the inlet temperature difference.

Q ∈
(

0, hA`0(thin − tcin)
)
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Figure 7. Temperature profiles of the streams with four pairs of heat capacity rates.
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Figure 8. Temperature profiles of the streams with infinite heat capacity rates.

The third main aspect discussed in this section is the amount of heat exchanged in a
CFHX under a certain level of mechanical energy consumption. The parameters are kept
the same as before. In this case, the working fluids at both sides are liquid water, whose
physical parameters are considered as same. Hence, the certain total mechanical energy
consumption means that the corresponding total heat capacity rate is fixed and can be
expressed as

2GC = GhCh + GcCh
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where GC is the average heat capacity rate of the two streams. The percentage of the heat
capacity rate of the hot stream can be defined as r,

GhCh = 2rGC

GcCc = 2(1− r)GC

Thus, the total amount of heat transferred is

Q = 2GC(thin − tcin)
r(1− r)

(
eη`0 − 1

)
(1− r)eη`0 − r

η = Ah
( 1

2rGC
− 1

2(1− r)GC

)
and the following first and second derivative can be obtained:

dQ
dr

∣∣∣∣
r= 1

2

= 0

d2Q
dr2 < 0

which indicates that the amount of heat transferred will reach its maximum value when the
hot and cold fluids flow through the CFHX with the same mass flow rate, where r = 0.5, as
shown in Figure 9. The total mass flow rate is 10 kg/s and the temperature profiles for four
pairs of mass flow rates are depicted in Figure 10. The total amount of heat transferred
is the product of the thermal conductivity hA and the area enclosed by the temperature
curves. It is clearly shown in Figure 10 that this area becomes increasingly large when r
increases from 0 to 0.5; then, the area decreases in a symmetrical way.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

r
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1
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3

4

5
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7

8

Q
 (

W
)
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Figure 9. The amount of heat transferred under certain mechanical energy consumption.
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Figure 10. Temperature profiles for four pairs of mass flow rates.

5. Distribution of Entropy Generation

Entropy generation is an important criterion to evaluate the irreversibility of the
heat transfer process and it relies on two simultaneous sources: heat transfer between
two streams with different temperatures, and the existence of a pressure drop due to the
imposed resistance to flow. Both the flow character and heat transfer will be calculated in
the design of a heat exchanger, but the two sources of entropy generation are different and
there is no useful method to compare them in an ideal heat transfer process. In the design
of a heat exchanger, different loss mechanisms such as pressure drop and parasitic heat
flows are often treated separately. Pressure drop caused by flow resistance is determined
by the real structure of the heat exchanger and the flow rates of the fluids; it is difficult
to evaluate the amount of this mechanical energy consumption in mathematical analyses.
This paper only reveals the features of the balanced heat transfer process, ignoring the
pumping or blowing mechanical energy consumption. Thus, only the entropy generation
contributed by heat transfer will be analyzed after the temperature profiles are derived
from the differential equations.

In the past, total entropy generation was evaluated to optimize the design of heat
exchangers. The ε-NTU method does not provide any analysis of the local distribution of
entropy generation. Meanwhile, in this paper, as with the local temperatures, the local
distribution of entropy generation is considered, too. Firstly, differential and total entropy
generation are, respectively, written as:

δSg = GcCc
dtc

tc
− GhCh

dth
th

Sg = GcCc

∫ tcout

tcin

1
tc

dtc − GhCh

∫ thin

thout

1
th

dth

= GcCc ln
tcout

tcin
+ GhCh ln

thout
thin
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and it is useful to analyze the relationship between entropy generation and stream temperatures:

δSg = δQ
( 1

tc
− 1

th

)
= hA d`(th − tc)

( 1
tc
− 1

th

)
= hA d`

( th
tc

+
1
th
tc

− 2
)

Clearly, the entropy generation is determined by the ratio of the hot stream tempera-
ture to the cold one. The above expression is a kind of hook function, and local entropy
generation is proven to be a relevant variable for local temperatures, the ratio of which is
marked as x,

f (x) = x +
1
x

x ∈ (0,+∞)

An image of the above hook function is shown in Figure 11. The lines, x = 0 and
y = x, are two asymptotes of the hook function. When x belongs to interval (0, 1), f (x) is a
decreasing function; it increases with x when the independent variable is larger than 1.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

x

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

y

Figure 11. The curve of the typical hook function.

In a heat exchanger, the ratio of hot to cold stream temperature is always larger than 1.
This means that the local entropy generation is a monotonically increasing function of the
local temperature ratio.

As a fourth-generation nuclear reactor, a high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR)
has distinct advantages in terms of inherent safety, economic potential, high efficiency,
etc. A HTGR can conceptually have a outlet temperature of 1000 ◦C and, in the actual
working process, this temperature can reach around 770 ◦C. The helical steam generator
of the HTGR is a kind of counterflow heat exchanger, the main parameters of which are
extracted in Table 3. The fluid of the hot stream is helium, whose mass flow rate is 4.32 kg/s
under normal working conditions. The cold stream is water vapor with a mass flow rate of
3.29 kg/s. The average heat capacities at the same pressure and inlet temperatures of the
two streams are simplified as shown in Table 3 [26].
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Table 3. Parameters of the helical steam generator of HTGR.

A
m2

h
W/(m2 · K)

`0
m

Cph
J/(kg ·K)

Cpc
J/(kg ·K)

thin
K

tcin
K

10 1500 4 5190 4530 1043 373

This paper investigates the temperature profiles of streams working under normal
conditions, as well as the temperature profiles when the heat capacity rates are exchanged
with each other, whose values are shown in Table 4. As seen in Figure 12, the temperature
curves are concave functions when the heat capacity rate of the hot stream is higher than
that of the cold stream; otherwise, they are convex functions. Nevertheless, the curves have
the feature of rotational symmetry, as depicted previously, and the areas enclosed by them
are equivalent so that the heat exchanged in the two cases is the same: Q = 9,267,255.59 W.

Table 4. Heat capacity rates of the streams in the helical steam generator studied.

GhCph
W/K

GcCpc
W/K

G′hCph
W/K

G′cCpc
W/K

22,420.8 15,809.7 15,809.7 22,420.8

It is interesting to analyze the local entropy generation in the helical steam generator.
Its distribution is determined by the ratio of high to low temperature in the form of the
hook function. It is clearly illustrated in Figure 12 that the largest and smallest value
of local entropy generation occur in the case under normal working conditions, and the
inverse case gives a moderate and nearly uniform entropy generation distribution, the
locations of which on a hook function are shown in Figure 13. The dimensionless local
entropy generation rate of the steam generator working under normal conditions ranges
from AA to BB, while in the other case, it ranges from A′A′ to B′B′. In contrast to the local
heat transfer rates, the local entropy generation rates are not symmetrical and the total
entropy generation has different values: Sgen = 3617.19 W/K, S′gen = 3669.67 W/K.
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Figure 12. Temperature profiles, local heat transfer rates and entropy generation rates in the helical
steam generator.
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Figure 13. The ranges of the dimensionless entropy generation distribution of two cases in the
hook function.

The “entropy generation paradox” could be explained through the local entropy
generation rate. Heat exchanger effectiveness ε can be maximum, intermediate or minimum
at the maximum irreversibility operation point depending on the flow arrangement of the
two streams, and the ε-NTU method cannot explain this phenomenon. In this paper, we
address this problem: if the heat capacity rates of the hot and cold streams are exchanged
with each other, the equipment realizes the same heat duty with the same effectiveness
ε, but the profiles of the local entropy generation rates are different, resulting in different
total entropy generation. This is the reason for the discrepancy between the effectiveness
and irreversibility.

To achieve this certain amount of heat exchanged, Q = 9,267,255.59 W, there are an
infinite variety of heat capacity rate couples to choose. For example, Figure 14 shows
different temperature profiles for four pairs of heat capacity rate arrangements, all of which
will result in the above total amount of heat transferred. The flow character is ignored and
only the entropy generation caused by heat flux is calculated. The local entropy generation
rates of the four demonstrated cases are shown in Figure 15. Clearly, each case has a unique
local entropy generation profile and their total entropy generation values are shown in
Table 5.

It is clear that there is a specific pair of heat capacity rates that causes the minimum
total entropy generation, in order to realize the above amount of heat transferred. Different
heat capacity rate pairs and the corresponding total entropy generation values are shown in
Figure 16. The best pair is marked by a red star and the heat capacity rates of both streams,
as well as the total entropy generation, are shown in Table 6. The temperature profiles and
local entropy generation of this best case are shown in Figures 17 and 18, respectively.

Table 5. Heat capacity rates of the streams and respective total entropy generation.

Gh
kg/s

GhCph
W/K

Gc
kg/s

GcCpc
W/K

Sgen
W/K

3.464 17,978.16 3.968 17,975.04 3348.40
8.64 44,841.6 3.185 14,428.05 4549.75
12.96 67,262.4 3.144 14,242.32 4854.84

∞ ∞ 3.096 14,024.88 5420.87
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Figure 14. Four pairs of heat capacity rates to realize a specific amount of heat transfer.
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Figure 15. Local entropy generation rates of the four demonstrated cases.

Table 6. Heat capacity rates of the streams and respective total entropy generation for the best case.

Gh
kg/s

GhCph
W/K

Gc
kg/s

GcCpc
W/K

Sgen
W/K

3.4408 17,857.97 3.9948 18,096.62 3346.83

Tondeur revealed that, in a contacting or separation device involving a given transfer
area and achieving a specified transfer duty, the total entropy generation is minimal when
the local rate of entropy generation is uniformly distributed (equipartitioned) along the
space and/or time variables [27]. The principle was confirmed again by Johannessen,
and the theoretical result can be used as an argument that the heat exchange process is
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characterized by a constant local entropy generation rate that gives the best second law
efficiency possible. The optimal heat exchange conditions are therefore well approximated
in practice with a counterflow heat exchanger with an approximately constant temperature
difference between the fluids [28].
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Figure 16. Different heat capacity rate pairs and corresponding total entropy generation.
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Figure 17. The temperature profiles of the case with the minimum total entropy generation.

In a real heat exchanger, there is no way to determine a certain pair of heat capacity
rates to make the local distribution of entropy generation rate truly uniform. In fact, the
above pair does not exist. In spite of this reality, the optimal case working under minimum
total irreversibility can be obtained, and it is easy to find that the local rate of entropy
generation is relatively uniform compared with other cases, as shown in Figure 15. The
orange curve, which represents Gh = 3.464 kg/s and Gc = 3.968 kg/s, shows a much
more uniform distribution of the local entropy generation compared with the other three
cases. The optimal distribution is shown in Figure 18 and the value range of this best case
is close to the orange curve in Figure 15. The deviation of total entropy generation of the
two cases is less than 0.047% and the above principle is confirmed: the equipartition of
entropy generation is an optimal criterion for heat transfer processes. The counterflow heat
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exchanger performs better than the parallel flow heat exchanger; this can be explained by
the fact that the CFHX could operate under a nearly uniform local entropy generation rate,
while the distribution of the entropy generation rate of the PFHX presented a considerable
difference between the inlet and outlet position when the equipment attempted to achieve
the same heat duty. The parallel flow heat exchanger performs with lower efficiency and
results in a higher economic cost.
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Figure 18. The local entropy generation profile of the above best case.

Less total entropy generation means a greater economic benefit. When the high-
temperature gas-cooled reactor works under this best pair of heat capacity rates, it will
export the maximum mechanical energy and produce the most electricity [16].

6. Summary

This paper conducts a theoretical analysis of the local distribution of temperatures
and entropy generation rates in an ideal counterflow heat exchanger. The mathematical
solutions to the temperature profiles are obtained.

A heat exchanger is used to illustrate the features of temperature profiles: when the
heat capacity rate of the hot stream is higher than that of the cold one, the temperature
curves are concave exponential functions; otherwise, they are convex exponential functions.
The derivative ratio of the temperature curves is equal to the inverse ratio of the heat
capacity rates of the respective streams. If the hot and cold fluids flow through the heat
exchanger with the same heat capacity rate, the temperature profiles are linear functions
with the same slope. The demonstrated counterflow heat exchanger also illustrates the
rotational symmetry feature of the CFHX: when the heat capacity rates of the hot and cold
stream are exchanged with each other, the temperature profiles have rotational symmetry
and the heat exchanger realizes the same heat duty.

Local entropy generation is determined by the ratio of the temperature of the hot
stream to that of the cold stream, in the form of a hook function. The helical steam generator
of a high-temperature gas-cooled reactor is a kind of counterflow heat exchanger, and
the local entropy generation of a helical steam generator is analyzed in this article. The
“entropy generation paradox” could be explained through the local entropy generation rate:
if the heat capacity rates of the hot and cold streams are exchanged with each other, the
equipment realizes the same heat duty with the same effectiveness ε, but the profiles of the
local entropy generation rates are different, resulting in different total entropy generation.
In order to achieve specific heat duty, there are infinite pairs of heat capacity rates. Each
pair gives a unique local entropy generation profile, and the optimal case working under
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minimum total irreversibility is characterized by a nearly uniform local entropy generation
distribution. This principle has been called the Equipartition of Entropy Generation by
researchers, and it is proven to be accurate in this paper and shall be used to guide the
design of heat transfer equipment.
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Nomenclature

variables
A Heat transfer area per unit length (m)
C Specific heat capacity (J/(kg·K))
G Mass flow rate (kg/s)
h Convection heat transfer coefficient (W/(m2·K)
Q Heat transfer duty (W)
Sgen Entropy generation (W/K)
t Temperature (K)
subscripts
in Inlet parameter
out Outlet parameter
c Cold stream
h Hot stream
p At constant pressure
v At constant volume
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